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History Alive: Civil War and Reconstruction: From Compromise to Conflict- The Create an acrostic poem describing a Civil War figure or event (ie: Abraham.
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It’s a good idea to have a Vanna White (Wheel of Fortune) at the white board playing this game with your students one time, if you use the same template to.
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A Jeopardy prompt and response template in PowerPoint is composed of 54 Something for the groups to use to show they have an answer-- a bell, blocks to.
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Creating Your Own PowerPoint Jeopardy Game. Using the ARC Template. Using games, such as jeopardy, is a useful and fun way to motivate your students
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Instructions for Using PowerPoint Jeopardy. Templates. Your CD-ROM contains two PowerPoint Jeopardy templates one with questions numbered from 10
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Give reasons for settlement in Texas-Mexican.
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Grade Level: 3rd or 4th Grade
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Grade 6 Social Studies Quiz Review. Quiz Format: 10 Content Areas: Chapters 6 & 7 in Canada Revisited. - British and French areas of control and conflict.
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Social Studies Thematic Unit Plans. Grade Level: 3rd grade. Theme: Immigration. Overall Goals: To have respect and acceptance for other cultures. To have
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**Focus of 6th grade Social Studies curriculum: Sixth grade**

Sixth grade social studies introduce ancient world history, culture and geography. Current events are also a component of the social studies curriculum.
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Georgia Department of Education Grade Level: 4th Grade. Description of Lesson: Utilizing primary source documents, students will examine images, and interpret text to examine. Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies:
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